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INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
This Placemaking
Strategy guides how
we shape, activate and
manage our centres,
neighbourhoods,
townships, and villages
to be Active Diverse
Destinations.

The Community Plan 2035 identifies
the Placemaking Strategy as one
of ten strategies that work toward
our communities’ Vision of Strong
Vibrant Communities.

PURPOSE OF THE STRATEGY
Our communities have identified
that they want places in our city to be
Active, Diverse Destinations.
To achieve this we have developed
this Placemaking Strategy.
The strategy focuses on shaping,
activating and managing
places.

The strategy identifies key places
that will be the focus areas for
placemaking in our city, however
a ‘place’ can be anywhere that is
considered important by the place
user and placemaking can occur
anywhere in the city.
The development and review of
all of our Strategic Management
Plans (SMPs) for individual places
takes their lead from this document.
Similarly, this will be the lead
document for relevant guidelines,
precinct master plans, and policy
decisions generally.

ACHIEVED
E
THROUGH TH
G
PLACEMAKIN
STRATEGY
2013 –2018
Our centres are active hubs for gathering, shopping, business, health
and community services, entertainment and education and, a diverse
range of more compact housing attracts residents of all ages, incomes
and aspirations. Pedestrians and cyclists enjoy moving between active
and interesting streets and public places which are characterised by wide
footpaths, street trees, shelter, good lighting, public art, garden areas,
clear signage, sport/play spaces, outdoor dining and trading. Noarlunga
Regional Centre is the exciting ‘Southern CBD’. Our townships and
coastal villages, such as Clarendon and Port Noarlunga, provide
unique experiences of local character and culture. This is also
evident along the coast, where Aboriginal culture forms a
tangible part of our identity. Our exceptional rural,
coastal and natural landscapes, vistas and cultural
places continue to underpin our lifestyle
and the city’s identity.
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PAGE HEADING HERE
WHAT DOES PLACEMAKING
MEAN FOR US?
Placemaking is already happening in
our places in some way. The strategy
is designed to guide us in working to
create places that are active diverse
destinations.
In the City of Onkaparinga, we
will deliver placemaking through
shaping, activating and
managing our places.
Shaping
The multi-facetted approach of place
shaping can be seen more clearly
in areas south of the Onkaparinga
River that are still being developed.
Here strategic planning, urban
design and physical development
processes are all undertaken in an
integrated way. High level strategic
directions are outlined in SMPs
such as the Aldinga District Centre
SMP. Then the detailed planning
for precincts within those places
is expressed through Precinct
Master Plans.

Activating

Managing

A vibrant and active place will have
noise, smells, bustle, spontaneity,
familiar faces and regular patterns
of life. Activation programs and
events can be used to generate,
coordinate and promote these
aspects. Such activation programs
include Activate Ramsay Place at
Noarlunga and pop-up markets and
events in other places throughout the
city. Sometimes this highlights where
improvements are needed to the
design of places and how the place
connects with other land uses and
transport. The development of Place
Activation Guidelines and a city-wide
Activation Program is an action of
this Strategy.

Great places ‘hang together’ as a
whole. This relates not only to design
and activity, but to the management
of that place. It means that the key
stakeholders in any place, precinct
or space proactively encourage,
direct and manage what happens
there. These shared management
approaches can range from a
cooperative network of owners and
operators to more formal local place
governance. This is a newer concept
for our city which will be applied
over the next five years through the
development of Place Management
Guidelines (an Action of this Strategy
lead document).

Shaping
Planning, design,
development

PLACEMAKING
DELIVERY
APPROACH
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Activating

Managing

Life, activity,
vitality

Place leadership,
governance

CITY OF ONKAPARINGA

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS
OF PLACEMAKING?
Placemaking enables the community
to lead in the creation and enjoyment
of vibrant, resilient and unique places
that evolve over time. Placemaking
encourages people to slow down
in the public realm, which allows
for spontaneous exchanges and
participation in the space.
Benefits include:
• Nurtures and defines community
identity and ownership
• Fosters frequent and meaningful
social interaction
• Attracts a diverse population
• Builds goodwill and provides
a sense of comfort and safety
• Creates improved links
and accessibility
• Provides unique opportunities
to celebrate the arts
• Builds and supports the
local economy and provides
investor confidence.
Everyone has a responsibility and
contributes to the experience of
placemaking and the way places
work or do not work. Even just
smiling at someone and saying
‘hello’ is part of the experience and
helps to build a sense of community.

PLACEMAKING STRATEGY 2014–19
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WHERE ARE OUR ACTIVE
DIVERSE DESTINATIONS?
The map opposite shows the places
that are important in the City of
Onkaparinga as the focus areas
for placemaking.
Centres are home to businesses,
services, libraries, community
centres, shops, and, increasingly,
residential living. Larger district
centres have more of these elements
than smaller neighbourhood or
local centres.
Southern CBD-Noarlunga
Regional Centre combines
intensive mixed-use and employment
activities with higher-density
residential development centred
around major public transport.
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Coastal villages are gateways
to our beaches and are great places
for shops, cafes, festivals and
street markets.
Townships provide for the
shopping, civic, commercial and
social needs of the town and wider
district. They are surrounded by rural
landscapes associated with primary
production areas. Townships retain
historic character and may have a
tourism focus.
Neighbourhoods are local
residential areas that may include
small reserves and local shops.
This includes areas identified for
particular urban regeneration
and improvement.

CITY OF ONKAPARINGA
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THE ‘POWER OF 10’
The ‘Power of 10’ is the idea that
its not enough to have one great
place or one great neighbourhood
to make a great city. A great city
needs many diverse ‘destinations’.
Within those destinations there need
to be several different ‘spaces’
and within those spaces there
need to be multiple things to to.

MANY DIVERSE
DESTINATIONS

SEVERAL SPACES

This idea was developed by the
non profit organisation ‘Project for
Public Spaces’ and the reference
to ‘10’ is about offering variety and
choice, rather than achieving this
number of diverse destinations.
It is an approach we have adapted
for use in the City of Onkaparinga
shown to the right.

MANY DIVERSE

MULTIPLE THINGS TO DO

SEVERAL SPACES

MULTIPLE THINGS TO DO

eg. Town square/plaza

eg. Shopping

eg. Noarlunga (Southern CBD)

Main street/Laneway

Selling/market/busking

Port Noarlunga Foreshore and
Main Street

Arts precinct

Learning/hobbies

Community garden

Interaction/fun/laughter

Willunga Township and Markets

Education/Arts Centre

Resting/watching/relaxing

My local street

The beach etc.

Start a business

DESTINATIONS

Woodcroft Community Centre etc.

Living/home
Eating, drinking
Exercising/competing etc.
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THREE KEY SHIFTS

Potential

Whilst we as a community and
organisation are already active
‘placemakers’, a fresh communityled approach will allow us to realise
the full potential of our people
and places.

The objective of active, diverse
destinations suggests concepts like
spontaneity, change, fun, having
a go – perhaps even a sense of
disorder or messiness. Activities
and systems that support these
ideas need to be correspondingly
fleet-footed, adventurous and
responsive, encouraging initiative
and embracing and building
upon failures.

People
A ‘People First’ approach will allow
our communities to take more active
ownership of our places including
streets and public spaces. Council
will assist communities to take the
lead in planning, managing and
activating as it moves to more of
an enabling and assisting role.

Strategic Actions in the Strategic
Direction section are focussed on
progressing these three key shifts;
relating to people, places
and potential.

Place
Our places need to be considered as
a whole, so that shaping, activating
and managing are undertaken
together in an integrated manner.
Our places and spaces are diverse in
character, function and community
and this authenticity needs to be
reflected through the built form
and activities.

PLACEMAKING STRATEGY 2014–19
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POLICY STATEMENTS
These Policy Statements
are the fundamental
elements we believe
necessary to build
Active, Diverse
Destinations. They
underpin all significant
placemaking decisions
in all circumstances
(whether shaping,
activating or managing
places) and assist in
determining the best
course of action.

The City of Onkaparinga has seven
overall Policy Principles, which
are outlined in the Community
Plan 2035. The following Policy
Statements underpin all of our
decision-making and guide our
strategies, actions and responses
as well as the design of processes,
facilities and services.
The Policy Statements are interpreted
from our Policy Principles. In
ultimately determining the best
course of action for our places, each
of the Policy Statements are to be
applied (as in a checklist), noting that
some may be inter-related and more
significant than others.
People First
Places that people can identify with,
create or have input in creating,
build intrinsic community value
and ownership.
The design of places focusses on
people rather than cars.
A slow-speed welcoming
environment increases the
opportunity for shopping, gathering
and spontaneous social connection.
These all help to build social capital,
community capacity and provide a
sense of belonging and security.
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Well-designed activation programs
and events can create a liveliness
and opportunity for increasing
connections, particularly in places
that lack vibrancy.
Efficient public transport (with
good transition between modes),
connected streets, footpaths, and
bikeway links encourage active
businesses and service outlets.
Expansive open areas are a
constraint to walkability, everyday
interaction and personal safety.
Equity
Diverse and adaptable spaces
that are futureproofed and can
accommodate a variety of uses,
along with a range of housing
options and increased densities
around transport nodes, will attract
broad-based activities and provide
convenience, diversity and support
for all users and businesses.
Visioning and future infrastructure
planning will guard against limiting
future development options.
Intuitive navigation and way-finding,
supported by signage, is a key to
easy movement through places,
having regard to all modes
and abilities.

CITY OF ONKAPARINGA

Strengths

Resourcefulness

Investment

The arts, heritage and food/wine
tourism focus in our coastal villages
and townships provides an inherent
character base to build on as well as
differentiation from other regions.

High impact, low cost, improvements
that can be achieved quickly (‘early
wins’) contribute to successful
long term activation of places.
Pilot experimentation projects can
determine what works well before
making more permanent and
costly change.

Targeted and confidently led
collaborations to develop
infrastructure, services and
programs will increase resources and
commitment to our places. Examples
of potential partners are education,
health, transport, community
housing providers, businesses and
community groups.

Our Aboriginal and multi-cultural
heritage provides a rich base
for placemaking.
Places that complement, relate to
and reflect the natural and built
environment create a sense of
attachment and identity.
An integration of the private and
public realm increases visible activity
and ‘eyes on the street’. Examples
include footpath dining, windows
and permeable shop fronts rather
than blank walls facing the street.
Understanding
National and international
studies on placemaking trends
and best practices, together with
structured and informal input from
communities, service providers,
business and other stakeholders,
form the basis for planning and
design of places.
Localised engagement which
is targeted, timely and easy to
participate in is critical to identifying
needs, issues and opportunities. It
will also assist in planning, designing,
delivering and renewing our places.
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Mixing uses in our places extends
activity beyond business hours. For
example cafes and bars operate
earlier and later, and entertainment
and events provide life in the
evenings and on weekends. These
activities have different peak periods
and enable infrastructure such as car
parks to be shared.
Streets should be seen as adaptable
public ‘places’ with a mixture of
functions and uses rather than simply
as vehicular ‘links’.
Coordinated, uncomplicated
management/ governance structures
and user-friendly processes
encourage community leadership.
They allow for timely responsive
programs and spontaneous events
to flourish.

Mixed use clustering of peoplebased activities (such as community
centres, libraries, leisure, education
and entertainment facilities) with
retail and commercial/ business,
along with high and medium
density housing, increases activity
by providing many things to do and
provides a robust economic base.
Strategic Approach
Placemaking priorities come from
relevant actions outlined in the
Community Plan, the Placemaking
Strategy, related SMPs and Precinct
Master Plans. More opportunistic
actions and decision-making will
have reference to Placemaking Roles
and Principles.
Regular structured reporting
on development of places and
implementation of plans and
programs will provide timely
information for decision-making.
It will also capture observations
on areas for improvement and
benchmarking.
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ROLES
A number of diverse
stakeholders throughout
the community contribute
to the creation of Active
Diverse Destinations.

We need to consider these
diverse functions, activities
and responsibilities and how they
relate to our own roles so that we
are able to focus on our areas of
responsibility, use our resources
efficiently, and engage effectively
in partnerships.

Place Users

Council

Visitors, shoppers, service users,
residents, neighbours and workers
who provide vibrancy, activity and
social interaction.

Service provider, Owner/
Custodian, Advocate, Initiator/
Facilitator, Information Provider/
Promoter (See opposite).

Business Operators

State and Federal
Government

Invest in centres, townships
and villages for profit providing
shopping, commercial services,
offices, public buildings, housing
and local jobs.

ACTIVE DIVERSE
DESTINATIONS

Develop regional facilities and
infrastructure such as rail stations,
community facilities such as sport/
recreation complexes and provide
grants for development of public
spaces.

Property Owners/Investors

Community Interest Groups

Provide capital investments to
deliver buildings, carparking and
outdoor spaces for businesses and
their customers.

Provide activities and programs in
places. Examples are local artists ,
markets, exhibitions, etc.

Service Providers
Provide health, education, training,
welfare, public transport, services
and programs. Includes state and
federal government agencies and
non government organisations.
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These formally identified We undertake actions related to
our Placemaking Roles where there
roles are in line with
is significant community benefit in
the Local Government
doing so, and with reference to our
Placemaking Policy Statements.
Act 1999. They take
into account the actions
SERVICE PROVIDER
of other place based
Regulatory
stakeholders shown
Council will amend the Development
on the previous page.
Plan and assess development
applications relating to our places
(Development Act 1993). We will
issue permits for events and activities
in public spaces (Local Government
Act 1999).
Direct
Council will lead planning for our
places, and more detailed master
planning for precincts within them.
We may lead activation programs in
public places where sufficient activity
does not occur naturally and where
others are unable to do this. We
will govern and manage places in
complex situations where others are
unable to do so.
Part
Council may provide financial and/
or in-kind contribution to place
shaping, activating and managing
activities where others have
responsibility. Examples include
public realm components associated
with major development.

Agent
Council may deliver communitybased programs funded by others
such as lifestyle or youth programs.

OWNER CUSTODIAN
Council will develop, maintain
and renew its public land and
infrastructure including roads,
footpaths, streetscaping, drainage,
town squares, reserves and
community facilities to standards
reflecting the function of the place
and its needs.

ADVOCATE
Council will seek support from state
and federal government service
providers and businesses to improve
place-based services, events,
programs, infrastructure and design
upgrades of public places.

INITIATOR/FACILITATOR
Council will initiate and/or facilitate
discussions between community
groups, businesses, land owners,
investors and service providers to
resolve or progress key placemaking
issues and opportunities.

INFORMATION PROVIDER/
PROMOTER
Council will promote and provide
information on placemaking events,
programs, trends and opportunities,
people and places through print,
electronic and social media.

ˆSee the Community Plan 2035 for details
of each of the role headings.

PLACEMAKING STRATEGY 2014–19
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STRATEGIC CONTEXT
The placemaking
strategy has links with
our 9 other strategies.
i

Typical aspects of their relationships
are summarised below.

c

Land Use

Community Safety

Amending
Development Plan
Policy to guide
development in our
places. Sometimes
we undertake a
Development Plan
Amendment as part of
preparing an SMP.

Facilitating safety, hygiene,
good behaviour, pet management
and emergency plans.

PLACEMAKING STRATEGY

Building confident
community
participation,
ownership, leadership,
management and
local governance for
our places.

Economic Growth
& Investment

Financial
Sustainability

Corporate Services

Environment

Providing financial
resources for
community and public
realm infrastructure,
facilities and programs
in our places.
Financial resources
consider our places as
whole entities.

Ensuring appropriate
organisational culture,
skills, technology,
processes for place
making. Locating
facilities, offices
and staff in centres
contribute to their
viability and life.

Creating green
streets to mitigate
climate change and
opportunities to actively
promote energy, waste
and water efficiency
in centres. Ensuring
protection of our
natural values.
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Promoting sports,
recreation and
wellbeing activities,
many of which are
undertaken in public
places and community
facilities.

Community Capacity
& Culture

Integrated Movement
and Transport

Access to public
transport, & an effective
road network bring
people to and from our
places. Streets become
more than just connecting
links, rather public spaces
for other uses.

Healthy Active
Lifestyles

Bringing visitors,
building business
capacity, promoting
investment, target
populations and local
jobs to our places.
This includes
promoting Noarlunga
Regional Centre as the
Southern CBD.

CITY OF ONKAPARINGA
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The following indicators
are taken from a
number of sources
including ABS data,
surveys and counts and
will be used to measure
the effectiveness of
placemaking in the City
of Onkaparinga.

The Placemaking Indicators will
apply to all activities in our places
identified in Community Plan 2035
as key actions 2013 –18 including
Noarlunga Regional Centre, Seaford
District Centre, Aldinga District
Centre, Christie Downs and Beach
Road Christies Beach. They are
monitored five yearly and a trending
report produced.
SMPs will need to establish
additional Place Specific Indicators
which may differ from place to place.
These indicators will be established
as part of the SMP process and
baseline data established within
12 months of commencement of an
SMP. Progress against this data will
be measured and reported annually
thereafter.

Population in and around the place
PLACEMAKING
INDICATORS

Number of jobs in a place

Number of people visiting a place

18
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GUIDELINES AND RESOURCING
RESOURCING

The diagram below
shows proportional total
expenditure for council
activities based on
2013–14 data.

Placemaking activities comprises
3% (around $5.6m) of Council
operating and project expenditure
excluding depreciation. Apart
from the Suburb Improvement
Program, the expenditure does not
include roads, libraries, community
centres and parks. This expenditure
is currently listed against those
strategies dealing with transport
and community.

a

b
c
d

i
e

f
h
g
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a. Economic Growth & Investment

2%

b. Placemaking

3%

c. Land Use

3%

d. Community Safety

7%

e. Healthy Active Lifestyles

10%

f. Community Capacity & Culture

11%

g. Environment

16%

h. Integrated Movement & Transport

19%

i. Corporate Services,
Financial

29%
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GUIDELINES
The following Council guidelines
inform important aspects of
placemaking.
Street Design Guidelines
Provide design guidance and inform
service levels across all aspects of
the street including carriageways,
footpaths, street trees and lighting.
Walkability Assessment
Guidelines
Evaluate the quality of an area
considering connection, enjoyment,
protection and comfort aspects.

Urban and Rural
Design Guidelines
Analyse the elements that make up
the character of places and act as a
reference point for how development
relates to the character of an area.
Parks and Reserves
Style Guidelines
Provides for consistency in park and
reserve design elements including
street furniture.
City Wide Signage Guidelines
Provide for consistency in respect
to signage.

Strategic Planning Guidelines
Guides the development of SMPs
and precinct master plans.
Road Verge Landscaping
Guidelines
Assist residents/occupiers in meeting
their responsibilities and provide
information on what can and cannot
be undertaken on urban road
verge landscaping.

PLACEMAKING STRATEGY 2014–19
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STRATEGIC DIRECTION
The Community Plan
2035 outlines Strategic
Actions relating to
the development and
activation of Noarlunga
Regional Centre, and
Seaford, Aldinga,
Aberfoyle Park and
Morphett Vales district
level centres.

The Plan seeks to promote character
and heritage in Willunga, Clarendon
and Aldinga townships and
investigate establishment of coastal
villages in places such as Moana,
Port Noarlunga and Christies Beach.
Key Actions in the Community
Plan relate to ongoing planning
for our centres (and precincts)

PLACE ACTIVATION
2.	Develop Place Activation
Guidelines and begin
implementation of a city-wide
Place Activation Program.
3.	Review our permit processes
relating to use of public spaces
for place activation.

and neighbourhoods.

PLACE MANAGEMENT

SMPs for individual centres outline

4.	Orient our project and operating

particular directions for those places.
Five additional Strategic Actions are
added in response to the Three Key
Shifts relating to people, places and
potential outlined on page 11.

resources to places as whole
entities rather than a collection
of assets and initiatives.
5.	Develop Place Management
Guidelines.

PLACE SHAPING
1.	Incorporate the different public
infrastructure needs for our
diverse places in service levels
as per SMPs and guidelines as
they develop.

22
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APPENDIX

COMMUNITY PLAN 2035 –
VIBRANT
RESILIENT COMMUNITES

LIVEABLE CONNECTED CITY

Integrated
Movement
and Transport

Placemaking

Land Use

• Public Transport

Suburb Improvement

• Walk/Cycle

Noarlunga RCe

Development Plan
Amendments:

• Roads, Freight,

Seaford DCe

Tourism

• Community Transport

Aldinga DCe
Christie Downs
Morphett Vale
(Main South Road)
Aberfoyle Hub
Coast
Southern Transit
Corridor*
Aldinga*
Bowering Hill*
Sellicks*
Port Stanvac*

Christie Downs NCe
Aldinga DCe
Seaford Dce
Hackham SE (North)

Community
Capacity
and Culture

Youth
Positive Ageing
Community
Development,
Leadership and
Learning

Local Heritage

Arts and Cultural
Development

Bulky Goods

History and Heritage

Healthy Active
Lifestyles

Recreation and
Open Space
Recreational Trails
Sports and Active
Recreation

General Residential
Activity Centres
Character Preservation,
Townships, Rural,
Tourism
Climate Change
Employment Lands
Moana Sands
Maslin Beach Tourism
and Recreation
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STRONG VIBRANT COMMUNITIES
PROSPEROUS
ECONOMY

SUSTAINABLE
ENVIRONMENTS

COUNCIL
OF EXCELLENCE

Community Safety

Economic
Growth and
Investment

Environment

Corporate Services

Financial
Sustainability

Environmental Health

• Tourism

• A great place to work

Animal Management

• Small and Medium

Coast and Natural
Resources

Long Term
Financial Plan

Emergency
Management

Enterprises

• Digital Economy

Green Buildings
and Streets

• Investment Attraction

Climate Adaptation

• Migration and

Waste and Resource
Recovery

Population

• Regional Trade

• Governance
• Engagement and

Communications

Corporate Asset
Management Plan

• Strategic and

Corporate Systems

• Technology

Key
•
Chapters combined in a
consolidated Strategy
*

Structure Plan (state government
responsibility)

RCe Regional Centre
DCe District Centre
NCe Neighbourhood Centre
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